
Viennese cross over cellist Peter Hudler returns to the Edinburgh
Fringe with his brand new show Cello On Fire

Following last year’s success with Caleidocello Peter Hudler returns with a solo
cello music show – more fiery than last season but also more poetic. A hot mix of
styles, genres and characters, from the simplest folk tune to the most
sophisticated jazz gem, from Baroque to Rock: Cello On Fire. Using only a
single cello and the natural acoustics of the church he invites the audience into a
whole world of sounds, colours and emotions.

Cello On Fire is a solo music show with a carefully selected programme that
connects seemingly disparate styles and genres and builds bridges between these
different musical worlds. At the center of the show is the cello and its immense
possibilities as an instrument and as a means of expression. Highlights of the
programme are virtuoso cross over pieces by Giovanni Sollima, arrangements of
Helter Skelter by Luna Pearl Woolfe and Little Wing by Mark Summer, hardly
known Baroque gems by ‘Italian Bach’ Giuseppe Maria Dall’Abaco, a haunting
movement by Latvian contemporary composer Pieter Vasks that includes singing
and a brand new piece by the famous Swedish Jazz Cellist Svante Henryson
called Xanthous that was exclusively commissioned for this show.

Peter Hudler is a highly trained musician, graduate of Mozarteum Salzburg,
where he completed his master of music in 2008 and his postgraduate studies in
2009. Further studies include work with Antonio Meneses, Enrico Dindo and
Thomas Riebl among others. Originally from Vienna, Peter has primarily
dedicated himself to chamber music and has been performing as a cellist and
solo-cellist in chamber ensembles across Northern Europe, in Norway, Ireland and,
most recently, Denmark. His orchestral experience is similarly eclectic and includes
for instance performing with the Camerata Salzburg, Mozarteum Orchester
Salzburg, Tonkünstler Niederösterreich, Le Concert Olympique and at the
Vienna State Opera. He is currently teaching young cellists at the Prayner
Conservatory Vienna and working in different chamber music and cross over
projects in Austria and abroad.

www.peterhudler.com
twitter.com/CelloOnFire
instagram.com/cello_on_fire_edfringe2018/
facebook.com/CelloOnFire/
facebook.com/peterhudlercello
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ten word blurb
Celebrated Viennese cellist returns to the Fringe with his brand new show.

twenty word blurb
Celebrated Viennese cellist returns to the Fringe with his brand new show. A
burning mix of styles, genres and characters.

fringe programme 40-word blurb
Celebrated Viennese cellist returns to the Fringe with his brand new show. A
burning mix of styles, genres and characters. From simple folk tunes to the
most sophisticated jazz gem, set off on an unforgettable journey.
www.PeterHudler.com
fringe web blurb
Celebrated Viennese cross-over cellist Peter Hudler returns to the Fringe with
his brand new show, after a successful run in 2017. Cello on Fire is a burning
hot mix of styles, genres and characters. Educated as a classical cellist, Peter
now performs the cello in a wide range of styles, pushing the limits of the
instrument and the player. From the most simple folk tune to the most
sophisticated jazz gem, from bluegrass to baroque, set off on an
unforgettable musical journey. ‘His wonderful playing blurred the boundaries
between genres and instruments.’ (ThreeWeeks). ‘Appealingly rough-hewn
expressiveness’ (Herald).
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Listings Information
Venue               C too, St Columba's by the Castle, Johnston Terrace, EH1 2PW, venue 4
Dates               2-27 Aug
Time 19:40 (0hr45)
Ticket prices £8.50-£10.50 / concessions £6.50-£8.50 / under 18s £4.50-£6.50
C venues box office 0131 581 5555 / www.CtheFestival.com
Fringe box office 0131 226 0000 / www.edfringe.com

For further information, images and interview availability please contact Peter Hudler at
Peter Hudler, Cello on +43 650 770 2072 / p.hudler@gmail.com
or the C venues press office on 0131 581 5550 / press@cvenues.com
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Viennese cross over cellist Peter Hudler returns to the Edinburgh
Fringe with his brand new show Cello On Fire

Following last year’s success with Caleidocello Peter Hudler returns with a solo
cello music show – more fiery than last season but also more poetic. A hot mix of
styles, genres and characters, from the simplest folk tune to the most
sophisticated jazz gem, from Baroque to Rock: Cello On Fire. Using only a
single cello and the natural acoustics of the church he invites the audience into a
whole world of sounds, colours and emotions.

Cello On Fire is a solo music show with a carefully selected programme that
connects seemingly disparate styles and genres and builds bridges between these
different musical worlds. At the center of the show is the cello and its immense
possibilities as an instrument and as a means of expression. Highlights of the
programme are virtuoso cross over pieces by Giovanni Sollima, arrangements of
Helter Skelter by Luna Pearl Woolfe and Little Wing by Mark Summer, hardly
known Baroque gems by ‘Italian Bach’ Giuseppe Maria Dall’Abaco, a haunting
movement by Latvian contemporary composer Pieter Vasks that includes singing
and a brand new piece by the famous Swedish Jazz Cellist Svante Henryson
called Xanthous that was exclusively commissioned for this show.

Peter Hudler is a highly trained musician, graduate of Mozarteum Salzburg,
where he completed his master of music in 2008 and his postgraduate studies in
2009. Further studies include work with Antonio Meneses, Enrico Dindo and
Thomas Riebl among others. Originally from Vienna, Peter has primarily
dedicated himself to chamber music and has been performing as a cellist and
solo-cellist in chamber ensembles across Northern Europe, in Norway, Ireland and,
most recently, Denmark. His orchestral experience is similarly eclectic and includes
for instance performing with the Camerata Salzburg, Mozarteum Orchester
Salzburg, Tonkünstler Niederösterreich, Le Concert Olympique and at the
Vienna State Opera. He is currently teaching young cellists at the Prayner
Conservatory Vienna and working in different chamber music and cross over
projects in Austria and abroad.

www.peterhudler.com
twitter.com/CelloOnFire
instagram.com/cello_on_fire_edfringe2018/
facebook.com/CelloOnFire/
facebook.com/peterhudlercello
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Peter Hudler, Cello
(Austria)
Cello On Fire

Viennese cross over cellist Peter Hudler returns to the Edinburgh Fringe with
his brand new show „Cello On Fire“.

After a successful first run at the Fringe 2017 („Caleidocello“) Peter Hudler
presents his new Solo Cello music show - more fiery than last season but also
more poetic. A hot mix of styles, genres and characters, from the simplest folk
tune to the most sophisticated jazz gem, from Baroque to Rock: „Cello On
Fire“.

Using a very „puristic“ setup - one cello, one performer supported only by the
natural acoustics of the church - a whole world of sounds, colours and
emotions invites the visitors to enter „a place far away from the madding
crowd“ as an audience review put it.

Cello On Fire is a 1h solo music show with a carefully selected programme that
connects seemingly disparate styles and genres and builds bridges between
these different musical worlds. At the center of the show is the Cello and its
immense possibilities as an instrument and as a means of expression.
Highlights of the programme are virtuoso cross over pieces by Giovanni
Sollima, arrangements of „Helter Skelter“ by Luna Pearl Woolfe and „Little
Wing“ by Mark Summer, hardly known Baroque gems by „Italian Bach“
Giuseppe Maria Dall’Abaco, a haunting movement by Latvian contemporary
composer Pieter Vasks that includes singing and a brand new piece by the
famous Swedish Jazz Cellist Svante Henryson called „Xanthous“ that was
exclusively commissioned for this show.

Peter Hudler is a highly trained musician, graduate of Mozarteum Salzburg,
where he completed his master of music in 2008 and his postgraduate studies
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